
Summer 2 —Story Time! 

Listen to/read the story of The Blue Balloon 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ry8EuKxDn_g 

THE BLUE BALLOON by Mick Inkpen is the story of a boy and his dog (Kipper) who find a soggy blue 
balloon in the garden. The boy blows up the balloon to find that it has strange powers. It can’t be 
punctured or destroyed in any way, but it can lift up the boy and his dog and carry them off for a 
fantastic flight. What really endears children to the book are the flaps that can be opened up to make 
the balloon larger or longer. It is an ideal book to base work around, to explore the dreams and the 
magic, and the notion that something so ordinary can become something so exciting. 

There are lots of activities for you to try at home. (see the attached sheets). This is not a tick 

list for you to work down, choose your favourites and do them, as many times as you like – 

repeating them is good! Don’t forget to email us to show us all your ‘owl’ learning. Send it to 

tigercubs@leebrigg.wakefield.sch.uk 

Questions: Does the balloon have to be blue? What would happen if the balloon changed 

colour? How would it feel to be floating? Where would the balloon take you?  

Key vocabulary: flying, rainbow, soggy, indestructible, invisible, squeezed, stretched, 

squashed, shiny, bigger, floating.  

 

Literacy   

 Continue to practise the jolly phonics songs 
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2wpdvv 

 Continue to play oral blending and segmenting games. 
https://www.phonicshero.com/oral-blending-and-segmenting/ Remember not to 
add an ‘uh’ to the sounds. We say sss not s-uh. The correct articulation of 
sounds are available on https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ksblMiliA8 
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/what-is-letters-and-sounds/ 

 Learn phase 2 letter sounds. http://www.letters-and-
sounds.com/resources/p2lgraphb.pdf 

 This is a great letter sound song  by Jack Hartmann 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFa0b_IIRac 

 Continue to practise writing your name? 

 Play some alliteration games https://earlyimpactlearning.com/alliteration-
activities-for-preschool/ 

 Learn about rhyming words https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVophT8naUM 
EAD 

 https://www.tes.com/lessons/XiF2Tgca9c9biA/blue-balloon size song 

 https://www.tes.com/lessons/XiF2Tgca9c9biA/blue-balloon colour song 
 

There are lots of other activities on the attached sheets that you might like to do.  

Have fun! 
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